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Abstract: Competition among university graduates in gaining employment are increasing nowadays. Nevertheless, unemployment issues are increasing due to the increased in project-based employment. Project-based work is offered by a company to a group of people to complete a project designated for a specific period. Employers state that temporary hiring or project-based workers can prevent from higher costs because the recruitment of employees is according to company needs only. The difficulty in obtaining jobs and unemployment of graduates are closely related to the lack of employability skills essential because most students do not market themselves successfully in order to meet the challenge of the project-based employment. Therefore, this study aims to investigate the employability skills of students facing project-based employment. The method of this study involves the analysis of documentations on previous research to prove the importance of employability skills for students to face the project-based employment. The main finding of this study reveals that employability skills are critical for students to tackle in the working environment especially in the face of project-based jobs. Therefore, educational institutions should emphasize the needs of the industry and students by applying employability skills to students in order for them to face of project-based employment.

Index Terms: Employability skills, project-based employment.

I. INTRODUCTION

The country's education system today faces many challenges which demands a structural change and paradigm shifts to ensure it continues to be relevance to the country [1]. Consequently, a Malaysian Education Development Plan 2015-2025 (PPPM) was launched to drive Malaysia into a high-income developed country [2]. PPPM has outlined 10 leaps to achieve excellence in the higher education system and one of them is to produce high quality Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) graduates.

TVET emphasizing the industry-wide approach to industry needs is fundamental in developing Malaysia into a high-income developed country by 2050 [3]. TVET plays a role in transforming the production of high skilled human capital and enhancing the competitiveness of the local workforce and the country's economy [1]. TVET is also expected to increase the quantity and quality of TVET graduates with the aim of producing 225,000 TVET graduates by 2020 in order to achieve the agenda of providing skilled under the 11th Malaysia Plan (RMK-11).

One of the methods used to enhance the quality of graduates is the collaboration with industry to design and implement the curriculum [4]. Furthermore, involvement of employers and industry in education is essential to ensure that the knowledge and skills taught to students are appropriate and relevant to their employers' needs [5].

Today, most industries in our country provide project-based employment opportunities also known as contract work [6]. Employers who use project-based employment systems can spare on company costs as theys only need to employ only when needed [7]. Project-based work offers the opportunity for graduates to gain experience and build a reputation before getting a permanent job in the future [8]. Therefore, project-based employment is seen as a great opportunity for new graduates considering to move into the world of work. On the other hand, for employers, project-based employment is good for increasing the productivity and discipline of employees in their company [6].

Before getting a job, graduates need to equip themselves with employability skills especially in dealing with project-based employment systems. The need for employability skills among graduates is an imperative criterion for them to secure a place in the job market [9]. Employers expect their graduate to master employability skills and thus contribute to their company [10]. Therefore, graduates who have mastered employability skills and competitiveness are the choice of employers today [11].

A. Unemployment Problems Among Graduates

Unemployment and the difficulty of obtaining employment among graduates has caused anxiety for students that were still studying in higher education [12]. A survey of graduates in 2017 showed that more than 25 percent of public Higher Education Institution (IPT) are still unemployed 3 to 4 months after graduation. According to the Department of Statistics Malaysia (2018), the unemployment rate in January 2018 rose 0.1 percent to 3.4 percent. Thus reflecting that a country has high unemployment then the growth of the country is weak [13].

Graduates of IPT are now facing competition for employment both in the public and private sectors [14]. This issue of unemployment is also contributed by the project-based increase in...
employment [15]. Employers prefer hiring contract workers for services and service contracts. A statement by the President of the Congress of Workers Union in Public Services [16], revealed that there are an estimation of 60,500 of the 1.2 million workers in the public sector who are contracted or hired through project-based employment.

Nevertheless, the increased in project-based work has contributed to an increase in the number of unemployed in the country because of the attitude of graduates who are choosing jobs [17]. Most graduates fail to market themselves in terms of project-based jobs because they prefer choosing for a permanent job and reject a job that is temporary or contractual [18].

In addition, the unemployment factor is not just because of the attitude of the graduates who choose the job. Moreover, the difficulty of obtaining employment and unemployment of graduates is also related to the lack of employability skills of graduates entering the labor market [19]. The industry’s feedback showed that there is a gap between the knowledge, skills and attitudes of the graduates compared to the needs of the workplace [20]. One of the gaps addressed by employers is the inability of IPT (Higher Education) graduates to master employability skills rather than technical skills [19].

Consequently, employers are dissatisfied with the employability skills of graduates in communication, leadership, critical problem solving skills, continuous learning and information management, professional ethics and morals, entrepreneurship and teamwork [14], [21], [22], [23], [24]. Most graduates who fail obtaining a job do not master employability skills, especially in dealing with project-based jobs [25].

The need for graduate to become skilled workforce in various aspects is becoming a new challenge in joining the workforce. This is because many graduates are not equipped with all the skills required by the industry today [26]. As such, it is time for the university to prepare students with special skills such as employability skills in dealing with project-based employment so that this widespread unemployment problem can be reduced in the future.

II. PROJECT-BASED EMPLOYMENT

Project-based employment refers to the work performed and completed for a specific project based on contract. Employees will be offered to work by a specific company for a project to be carried out for a certain period and once a project is completed, the employee will no longer work with the company [27]. Project-based employment is a job where employees are offered contract work. Contract workers are defined as laborers or workers employed for a specific task over a certain time [7]. A contract worker is also defined as an employee who is employed under a contract of employment but that employee is not hired by the company for which the employee works for him [28]. For example, the PLUS company Expresways Berhad has appointed Propel Berhad to complete highway maintenance works. This means that the PLUS highway maintenance work is done by Propel Berhad company employees.

While, according to other sources, the term contract worker is someone who is employed and paid by the company, whose term of service has been determined and will be evaluated based on the level and progress of the employee's performance [29]. The duration of service of a contract employee in the company may be extended annually or monthly. They are also more likely to be absorbed as permanent workers or, unfortunately, dismissed. It all depends on the needs of the company and the extent to which the service is required by the company. Employees will usually terminate their contract once the project is completed successfully or their services are no longer needed by the relevant company [14].

Today, most industries in our country provide project-based employment opportunities or also known as contract work [17]. Project-based employment is an occupation in which an employee is employed according to an agreement and the term of service has been determined [7]. Employers who use project-based employment systems can save on company costs as companies need to hire only when needed [7]. Therefore, employers are only required to pay the workers' salaries according to the period in which they began working until the end of the service period [28].

Project-based employment systems are increasingly being adopted by employers, especially in the construction, electrical and mechanical industries [30] due to the industry in this field usually only needs workers during projects in progress [28]. Besides, construction industry employers are also more likely to hire new graduates to work in the project-based employment system because the cost of paying salaries to new graduates is lower than hiring experienced workers [31].

A. Advantages of Project-Based Employment

On the other hand, graduates who are smart will definitely seek opportunity and take advantage of every job prospect coming into their way. Although project-based employment is only temporary jobs, if graduates wisely seize the opportunity, they will benefit greatly [32]. This is because project-based employment provides opportunities for graduates to gain experience and build a reputation before getting permanent jobs in the future [8]. The experience gained by graduates can benefit them personally. This is because graduates with work experience are preferred by employers nowadays apart from being able to establish their maturity [33]. By gaining experience through project-based work, graduates can utilized their experience to get a better job in the future [34]. Therefore, project-based employment is seen as a great opportunity for new graduates looking to move into the world of work.

In addition, graduates can also augment and increase their interpersonal skills through project-based work [35]. A degree without a solid personality does not guarantee success in the workplace [21]. In fact, to the interview only reflects the ability to interact [36]. The experience of interacting with the public through project-based work can enhance the interpersonal ability of a graduate [37]. Therefore, well-meaning graduates should always find the opportunity to enhance their interpersonal skills to ensure they can place themselves in a better work environment.

In addition, graduates can also improve their self-discipline through project-based work. For example, graduates can manage their time better when they plan their work schedules to avoid being unemployed before the contract or...
employment agreement is over [34]. Consequently, they will be ready to search for new jobs before they complete their current employment contract. In addition, project-based work can also teach graduates to be more independent, open-minded and mature in decision making [38]. This is because graduates are less likely to choose a job because they are not unemployed and want to gain as much experience as possible before getting a full-time job.

On the other hand, for employers, project-based employment is good for increasing the productivity and discipline of employees in their company [6]. Hence when an employee is seen to be performing well, the probability of the employee being called to work again or the contract extension is high [7]. Therefore, employees will be industrious to perform their current duties during the contract period in the hope that they may be called upon to work again in the future.

B. Disadvantages of Project-Based Employment

Increased of project-based employment has contributed to the escalation in the unemployment rate in the country due to the attitude of graduates who are overly selective in choosing a job [17]. Most graduates fail to market themselves in terms of project-based jobs because they prefer to get a permanent job and reject a job that is temporary or contractual [18]. However, this is a concern given the fact that many employers today are adopting a project-based employment system because it is more profitable for the company [15].

In addition, employees who work in project-based jobs are also at high risk of being dismissed during their tenure. Employers can terminate their workers' contracts in two ways, with or without cause [14]. First, employers may terminate their employees for certain reasons. If an employee violates the rules, the project-based employment contract will be terminated. Some of these factors may be due to theft, illegal activity, fraud, violence or any other inappropriate behaviour. While the second method is for no purpose, it means that the status of the job can be terminated without any cause or action [39]. This is when an employer wants to reduce the number of employees or employees who are not eligible to work in the company.

III. EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

Employability skills are non-technical skills which are important in all fields of work [40]. There are several definitions of employability skills and most of them relate to aspects of personal quality which include communication ability, confidence, responsibility, teamwork, integrity as well as the ability to handle various situations [41]. However, according to [26], employability skills related to attitude, knowledge and skills must be acquired by employees to ensure they have the ability to work.

Several previous studies stated that there are seven key components of employability skills that need to be taken into consideration by the IPT that is communication, leadership skills, critical problem solving skills, continuous learning and information management, ethics and professional ethics, entrepreneurship, and teamwork skills [14], [21], [22], [23], [24]. Most employers prefer to find a graduate who has these employability skills to employ in their company [25]. This is because employers believe that these skilled workers can adapt to all types of jobs and are versatile [42].

In line with the current trend of globalization, communication skills have become an essential aspect that employers emphasize. These communication skills include writing, reading, debating, listening, etiquette in communicating and communicating information [43]. Communication skills in both Malay and English are among the skills most graduates require especially during the interview [41]. In addition, confidence in conversation and ability to answer interview questions are also taken into account when determining whether or not the graduate is successful [10]. Graduates who master the communication skills are the choice of the employer because effective communication can make the organization more developed, competitive and the relationship between the employees and the higher level will also be more enjoyable [44].

In addition, leadership skills are also essential for a graduate to compete for a job. Studies found that employers urgently want employees who can lead themselves and their partners towards achieving organizational objectives, can influence others in carrying out their responsibilities, have the confidence to convince others of the decisions they make and are wise in synthesizing [45]. According to [46], the efficiency of a job depends on the skill of the worker. Therefore, these leadership skills are very important for any organization and graduate who master these skills to have a good chance of getting a job especially in order to face the project-based employment.

Furthermore, graduates who have mastered problem-solving skills are more likely to obtain employment today [22]. This is because most employers require graduates who have critical problem solving skills to work in their company [21]. Employers want graduates who constantly develop critical thinking skills to solve any of their problems such as complex, anxious, formative, analytical, categorical, proposed solutions and finding alternatives to a knowledgeable employee [47]. According to [48], employees with critical problem solving skills can make rational decisions and help plan something more innovative in the interests of an organization.

In addition, teamwork skills are one of the skills employers also value when seeking employment [49]. Teamwork skills are the ability of an individual to work and collaborate with other individuals with diverse social and cultural backgrounds to achieve the same goals [50]. According to [51], teamwork elements are a critical and essential part of the job industry. Teamwork involves a combination of effort, knowledge, skills and abilities that result in higher job performance than individual work and thus improve the performance of an organization [23].

Employers also seek to identify a proactive graduate who can operate the highest skills including analytical, critical, synthesis and communication skills of various ages [25], to facilitate teamwork in the workplace. In addition to making one more innovative, it can also be a catalyst for the transformation taking place within their organization. Therefore, it can be concluded that employability is a skill that must be developed within the individual and acts as a benchmark that determines the ability to compete for employment especially in the face of project-based employment.
A. The Importance of Employability Skills in Project-Based Employment

One of the causes of rising unemployment is due to the discrepancy between the employability skills presented by graduates and required by the industry [52]. Employability skills refer to the individual skills or qualities required by industry employers toward new workers when they begin working in the industry sector [46]. Today’s students not only need knowledge, but skills in meeting the employability requirements that employers demand.

In [53] study argued that graduates face barriers to obtaining employment due to the demand for certain employability skills elements by the industry as well as the lack of emphasis on employability skills during their studies. Therefore, emphasis on appropriate employability skills is crucial in helping graduates to understand and apply those skills in the workplace especially in the face of project-based employment.

The feedback from the industry revealed that there is a gap between the knowledge, skills and attitudes of the graduates compared to the needs of the workplace [20]. One of the gaps addressed by employers is the inability of Higher Education graduates to master employability skills rather than technical skills [19]. Employers are dissatisfied with the employability skills of graduates in communication, leadership, critical problem solving skills, continuous learning and information management, professional ethics and morals, entrepreneurship and teamwork [14], [21], [22], [23], [24]. Most graduates who fail to get this job do not master the skills of entrepreneurship, especially in dealing with project-based jobs [25].

Among the employability skills that students need is communication skills. Graduates’ weaknesses in mastering communication skills acclimatized the situations in finding a job [54]. This is evident when employers often complaining of graduates about their failure to communicate well and smoothly despite their excellent academic achievement [55]. Employers are especially concerned about effective communication skills when it comes to hiring new employees [9]. This level of communication is measured by one's ability to convey an argument with confidence and to provide strong thoughts [48]. Also, the ability to speak fluent languages such as English should also be emphasized. The results of a study conducted by [56] revealed that English speaking proficiency among graduates was low. As technology is becoming more sophisticated in many parts of the world, communication skills among people are an extremely important element in establishing a communication bridge.

Employers also claim that many new graduates lack the critical problem solving skills needed to compete in an ever-changing and competitive world [57]. Teamwork skills are one of the criteria employers need for graduates to obtain high job opportunities [23]. Employers place teamwork skills among the important skills that rank third in the top twenty-one skills or qualities required by employers of their future employees [58]. However, it is found that graduates lack the skills of teamwork making them difficult to find and less competitive globally [23].

The need for skilled workforce in various aspects is now a new issue for graduates to put themselves in the workforce. This is because many graduates are not provided with all the skills required by the industry today [26]. As such, it is time for the university to prepare students with special skills in dealing with project-based jobs so that this widespread unemployment problem can be reduced in the future.

B. Factors Affecting Employability Skills Requirements

It is discovered that larger companies with more than 200 employees’ value employability skills more compared to smaller companies with less than 200 employees [59]. This indicates that the level of employability skills required of an individual who wants to work in a larger company is higher than that of a small company. Interpersonal skills are the most important skills of employers of large companies [22]. Serving clients, utilizing leadership skills and consulting are skills that employers consider most important in terms of interpersonal skills [21]. In addition, the level of employability skills required of an individual looking to work in a private company is higher than that of a public company [19].

IV. CONCLUSION

Today’s challenge demands TVET to train more skilled, innovative, competitive people who are able to adapt in a wide range of industry and employment situations [60]. It can be concluded that employability skills are added value skills that graduates need in improving their quality of life as well as the preparation for employment. Thus, educational institutions and teaching staff contributions and facilitation are important in instilling employability skills among students to ensure the skills they produce are balanced, with quality and meet the needs of the industry.
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